This is the first appearance of a new department in GOLFDOM. This department, devoted to the problems and progress of assistants, is the result of innumerable talks and much correspondence with pros and assistants.

The constantly growing demands and responsibilities in pro department operations, increasing operating costs and the difficulty of organizing a training program for assistants seriously concern master pros and assistants who eventually will graduate into first class jobs of their own in the expanding golf field.

Queries asked of GOLFDOM will be handled in this department. The department will not run every issue but will appear frequently.

Q—The majority of young men who apply to me for a job as an assistant seem to want to play golf and not work at it. What have other pros found helpful in reminding assistants they can’t expect to get paid for playing?

A—Max Elbin, pro at Burning Tree Club and Pres., Mid-Atlantic PGA, suggests that the head pro allot definite time for the practice or play of assistants so an assistant’s attention to his own game will be a balanced part of the job.

If the assistant’s playing or practicing time is on schedule—generally early in
the morning—then the lad can spend the rest of the day in the shop, giving lessons, starting play or at other duties, to which the pro assigns him.

Max believes that some assistants have legitimate kicks about being kept around the shop all the time. He also believes that it is mutually profitable for the pro and assistant to be together every once in a while when the assistant is practicing and could profit from some expert supervision and help.

Elbin is of the opinion that the youngster wanting to play or practice instead of doing work that serves members, earns for the pro department and justifies pay, hasn’t had a clear understanding of the job. He suggests that the hiring pro tell in detail what the job will be, something about the training program, and make it clear that the pro also is interested in the kid becoming a good player and a credit to the pro who hired him and helped him develop.

Q—I don’t know much about fitting clubs. Where can I learn?

A—Older pros say that there are too many younger pros who don’t know much about fitting clubs because nothing has replaced the training in club fitting that was received when bench clubmaking was general practice.

Some pros during Senior Week at PGA National Course at Dunedin, Fla., frankly admitted they hadn’t paid too much attention to training assistants in club fitting, outside of switching some sales in their shops when assistants were making grave mistakes in selling clubs. They remarked that they lately have been devoting more time to discussing club fitting with their assistants.

There is very emphatic agreement among experienced pros that club fitting is of utmost importance in enlarging and protecting the pros’ market status. Expert pros and salesmen say that lack of knowledge of club fitting handicaps young pros in ordering club stocks they should have in order to sell more clubs to members and help members’ scoring.

Jack Isaacs, pro at Langley Air Force Base GC, who sells a great many clubs and puts strong accent on expert fitting, says that the lesson and practice tee is the place to learn and test the fitting of clubs.

Most of the Isaacs’ club buyers are young fliers and their wives. Jack says that clubs fitted to golfers who are 20 or older usually stay fitted until design improve-
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Earn More with TAYLORCAR electric powered GOLFCAR!

Goes over 36 holes on 1 Charge!

There's more earning power in TAYLORCAR, the Golfcar with big car design! 30-volt power plant goes over 36 holes without re-charging. Golfers can play two rounds.

No more golf widows! Wives can enjoy weekends with hubby while he golfs. More twilight players. Speeds up duffers' play. Popular with golfers.

Proven performance. Built for years of trouble-free service by TAYLOR. TAYLOR cars and trucks have traveled tens of thousands of miles in large industrial plants.

It will pay you to investigate today. Write for FREE catalog.

TAYLOR MANUFACTURING CO.
2114 West Ball Rd. ANAHEIM, CALIF
The DOUBLE ACTION Herbicide/Fungicide kills Crabgrass and prevents and controls Dollar Spot, Small Brown Patch, Copper Spot, Snow Mold and Helminthosporium Curvularia.

A dry 75% THIRAM material to control and prevent Large Brown Patch, Dollar Spot and Snow Mold. It is compatible with PMAS for application in hot humid weather when the threat of turf disease is most prevalent.

Caddy

... is LIQUID Cadmium for the prevention and control of Dollar Spot, Copper Spot, and Pink Patch. Quickly mixed it stays in suspension until entire tank is discharged.

METHAR

MENTHAR (Disodium Monomethylarsenate) has been found to give highly effective crabgrass control. Its ease of mixing and low level toxicity merit its addition to the well planned control program. Packed in 25 lb., 50 lb., and 100 lb. containers.

W. A. CLEARY CORP.  
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.
Now, with MH-40, you can actually slow the growth of grasses of your roughs and you can reduce cuttings to as few as twice a season. Think what a saving this means in labor and equipment costs.

Order MH-40 from your local supplier today. Contact us if unable to locate source of supply.

SEE—Naugatuck Chemical Division, United States Rubber Company, at work on NBC’s “Color Spread” TV spectacular, Sunday, March 25, 7:30 PM, EST.